Analytics Training Description
Is this Analytics training for you?
The Allscripts Enterprise EHR Analytics Training, designed by EHR Integration Services, is geared specifically for
Analytics users who want to increase their working knowledge and skills, and who want to use Analytics to make
more informed and effective decisions that result in bottom-line impacts for their organization.
Participants learn the basic search and report capabilities of Analytics and dive deep into some advanced search
and cross-tab features, while exploring real client use cases and completing hands-on lessons. The Analytics
test/demo environment used in this training program showcases one of EHR’s Perfect Practice clients.

Training Format
EHR Integration Services is an Allscripts service and developer partner, providing the Analytics, v11Note and
ConnectR training and support needs of the Enterprise EHR client base. We have been teaching, coaching, designing
and installing Allscripts Enterprise EHR solutions for over 20 years. This training is designed and delivered by EHR
Integration Services’ consultants who support our current Analytics clients, every day.
The complete Analytics training consists of 6 separate but related sessions, each one under 90 minutes in length
and designed to address both the Basic Level user and the Advanced Level user.
In order to accommodate our client preferences, we currently offer this live training in two ways:
- As a private live Webinar series – a private, a la carte and live format - where only your colleagues are
present and pay for only the GoToWebinar sessions that you and your colleagues specifically need.
- As a public live Webinar series – a public, a la carte and live format, where attendees are from any
organization and you pay for only the GoToWebinar sessions that you specifically need.
The pricing of these offerings varies. If you are interested in speaking with one of our Analytics consultants to
determine which format works specifically for you and your budget, please contact us at 315-707-7843 or email
us at sales@ehr-integration.com.
For a schedule of our upcoming webinar series, check out our News and Events page at www.ehrintegration.com.

Individual Session Descriptions and Learning Objectives
Intro to AHS Analytics - What can it do for me? (S1)

80 min

Learn how to maneuver around the application and how the ETL process works. Understand
the Metalayer Tree.

The Basics: Searches and Worksheets (S2)

80 min

Learn how to begin creating simple searches with output.

Advanced Searching (S3)

60 min

Learn how to leverage simple searches into more complex stacked and nested searches for
data efficiency.
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Bringing it all together:
Crosstab feature for more complex Analytics needs (S4)

60 min

Learn to reuse simple and complex searches to create crosstabs which allows data to be
displayed in columns with drilldowns.

Expressions (S5)

70 min

Review more examples on crosstabs and how to use expressions when specific criteria is needed.

AutoDelivery and Patient Registry (S6)

60 min

Learn how to set up scheduling for auto delivery of reports and leverage SQL processing to
create patient registries.
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